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ABSTRACT 

 

Primary care spirometry has been promoted to facilitate accurate diagnosis of chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease. The study examines whether improving rates of 

diagnosis leads to improvements in pharmacological and non-pharmacological 

management. 

From 1999 to 2003 we provided an open access spirometry and reversibility service to 

a local primary care area and 1508 subjects were referred. 797 (53%) had pre-

bronchodilator airflow obstruction (AFO). 19.3% of the subjects who had reversibility 

testing were no longer obstructed post-bronchodilator. We examined the results and 

records of a sub-group of 235 subjects with post-bronchodilator AFO.  

One hundred and thirty of the 235 subjects received a new diagnosis, most commonly 

COPD. The patients with COPD were significantly under treated before spirometry 

and testing led to a significant increase in the use of anti-cholinergics (37% vs. 18%), 

long-acting beta agonists (25% vs. 8%) and inhaled steroids (71% vs. 52%). More 

than three quarters of smokers received smoking cessation advice but very few were 

referred for pulmonary rehabilitation. 

Primary care spirometry not only increases rates of COPD diagnosis but also leads to 

improvements in COPD treatment. Use of bronchodilator reversibility testing in this 

setting may be important to avoid misdiagnosis. 

 

 

 
 
 
 



INTRODUCTION 

 

In primary care, patients are commonly misdiagnosed as having asthma when in fact 

they have chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Griffiths showed that more 

than a third of patients over 50 years of age registered as asthmatic actually had 

COPD [1]. Misdiagnosis potentially results not only in an individual patient being 

misinformed and incorrectly educated about their condition but can also lead to 

incorrect management. The place, timing and rationales for prescribing bronchodilator 

and anti-inflammatory treatments are clearly different in asthma and COPD and 

without a certain diagnosis, effective COPD interventions may not be considered. Of 

particular importance is referral for pulmonary rehabilitation, which, although likely 

to benefit the majority of patients with breathlessness due to lung disease, in practice 

in the UK, is often limited to individuals with a diagnosis of COPD. 

 

In light of this, the widespread use of spirometry testing to improve the diagnosis of 

COPD has been promoted [2]. The latest General Medical Services (GMS) contract 

for primary care in England, Wales and Northern Ireland introduced a number of 

indicators to enhance COPD diagnosis and management [3]. Primary care practices 

receive �points�, and ultimately additional payment, for keeping a register of COPD 

patients (5 points), for using spirometry and reversibility testing to confirm a 

diagnosis of COPD (16 points) and for recording current smoking status and 

providing cessation advice to current smokers with COPD (12 points). The exact 

monetary value of each �point� varies according to practice size and the proportion of 

patients in whom the target is achieved but an average sized practice achieving the 



highest target for all measures could have earned in excess of 3600 Euro in the 

financial year 2004-5. 

  

A number of recent publications have looked at the use of primary care spirometry 

and reasons for under use, in particular addressing practical problems with delivery 

and interpretation of results [4,5]. The novel aim of this study was to investigate 

whether the use of spirometry in primary care to diagnose COPD resulted in 

improvements in management. More specifically we were keen to see whether both 

pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatments would be utilised in a way that 

is consistent with current management guidelines [6,7]. In addition we wanted to 

establish the usefulness of both bronchodilator reversibility testing and trials of oral 

corticosteroids in what is a large, diverse and unselected population. 

 

MATERIALS & METHODS 

 

A local Primary Care Trust was keen to try to improve current diagnosis and 

management of COPD and in 1998 funded open access spirometry for all primary 

care practices within the borough. There are 11 primary care groups within the 

borough and a total of 29 full and part time primary care physicians (PCP) deliver 

services to just over 57,000 people. Recommendations were made to primary care 

physicians suggesting patients appropriate for referral (individuals over 40 years old 

who were smokers or ex-smokers and had respiratory symptoms). Although, at this 

stage, the service was primarily intended for diagnosis rather than screening, the 

referral decision was left in the hands of the primary care physicians and any patient 

referred was offered an appointment. Patients had to reside within a strictly defined 



geographical area and referral was made using a standard proforma. The referrer was 

responsible for ensuring that the subject was medically fit for testing. Patients were 

asked to omit short acting bronchodilators for 6 hours and long acting bronchodilators 

for 12 hours before spirometry. 

 

A respiratory technical officer with over 25 years experience (PM) performed 

spirometry testing at a �health suite� in the local community. At the time of the 

appointment, a record was made of age, height, smoking history and current 

medications. The spirometer used was a non-computerised wedge bellows 

Vitalograph spirometer (Vitalograph, UK), which produced a real time volume time 

trace. Volume and time calibration was performed daily and comparison against a 

biological control performed weekly. Subjects performed forced spirometry 

manoeuvres in accordance with European Respiratory Society guidelines [8] and 

continued until at least 3 technically acceptable manoeuvres were performed and 2 

FVC manoeuvres within 150ml of each other were obtained. All tests included in the 

study met these criteria. Forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) and forced 

vital capacity (FVC) were recorded to the nearest 25ml and the FEV1/FVC ratio was 

documented. Predicted values were calculated using those derived from the European 

Coal and Steel Community population [9]. 

 

Bronchodilator reversibility testing was also available. When requested by the PCP 

this was performed in subjects with pre-bronchodilator airflow obstruction (AFO) 

defined as FEV1/FVC ratio of <0.7 and/or FEV1 of <80% predicted. Five milligrams 

of salbutamol and 500 microgrammes of ipratropium bromide, diluted in 2ml of 0.9% 

saline, were administered through a Porta-neb sidestream nebuliser (Dolby, UK) until 



all the solution was inhaled (usually approximately 10 minutes). Spirometry was then 

repeated after 45 minutes. Reversibility was not performed if the patient declared an 

intolerance to either bronchodilator agent. The PCP was also able to request 

reversibility assessment to oral corticosteroids. If requested, the PCP prescribed 30mg 

prednisolone to be taken daily for 14 days and then spirometry was repeated. 

 

During 1998 a consultant respiratory physician reviewed all spirometry along with 

information contained on the referral proforma. The results were reported as 

obstructive, normal or restrictive and a likely diagnosis of asthma, COPD or �other� 

was suggested. From the start of 1999, the reporting process was converted into a 

simple flow chart, which was completed by a senior respiratory technician (see figure 

1). Spirometry results were returned to the referring PCP with this report. 

 

Any change to patient management as a result of spirometry was left entirely in the 

hands of the referring PCP. Specialist help was available if a formal patient referral 

was made to the local secondary care service. Secondary care referral was necessary 

to access pulmonary rehabilitation. 

 

Details of all spirometry tests performed between 1998 and 2003 were entered onto a 

database. The 11 referring practices were asked to participate in further analysis of the 

effect of spirometry testing and all agreed. The local Primary Care Research Group 

gave ethical approval for the study. Our aim was to review the clinical records of 

more than half of the subjects with post-bronchodilator airflow obstruction. Five of 

the 11 practices were randomly selected using a computer generated random number 

table and all patients referred from these practices between 1999 and 2003 that had 



obstructive pre-bronchodilator spirometry were identified. 1999 was chosen as the 

start data to overcome bias related to early dissemination of the availability of the 

service and to ensure consistent reporting methods. A single researcher (PW) 

reviewed all available primary and secondary care notes. A record was made of: 

 

Diagnosis before spirometry  

Treatment before spirometry 

Discussion or referral for smoking cessation support after spirometry 

Change(s) in pharmacological treatment within 3 months of spirometry (defined as 

the collection of 3 consecutive monthly prescriptions) 

Referral for pulmonary rehabilitation or secondary care input within 6 months of 

spirometry 

Rate of exacerbations requiring antibiotics and/or steroids in the 2 years before and 2 

years after spirometry 

Review or follow-up within hospital at any time     

 

Analysis 

Group data were analysed using paired and unpaired students t-test where normally 

distributed and Mann-Whitney U test where not. Single variable data were analysed 

using the chi-squared test. Statistical significance was set at a p value of < 0.05. 

 

RESULTS 

 



Demographics 

1508 people were referred to the spirometry service between January 1999 and 

December 2003. Baseline demographics and pre-bronchodilator lung function are 

shown in table 1. 797 (53%) subjects had pre-bronchodilator airflow obstruction 

defined as a FEV1/FVC ratio of less than 0.7. Subjects with AFO were older 

(p<0.001) and more likely to be current smokers (p<0.001). 

 

Pattern of Referral 

Overall 1508/57010 (2.6%) of patients registered at these 11 practices were referred 

and attended for spirometry testing. The referral rate varied between practices with as 

many as 6.9% of registered patients referred from one practice and as few as 1% from 

another practice with a median of 1.8%. An inappropriate referral was considered to 

be any patient under 40 years old and/or a lifelong non-smoker and using these 

criteria 411/1508 (28%) of referrals were inappropriate.    

 

Reversibility Testing 

Four hundred and sixty nine of the 797 subjects with pre-bronchodilator airflow 

obstruction underwent reversibility testing. 393 (80.7%) subjects had persistent 

airflow obstruction while 76 (19.3%) were no longer obstructed. 45 of these 76 

subjects also had a FEV1 of greater than 80% predicted. No subject with a pre-

bronchodilator FEV1/FVC ratio of less than 0.52 reversed to normal. No side-effects 

from the bronchodilator agents used for reversibility testing were reported. 

 

371 subjects, who had already completed bronchodilator reversibility testing, 

underwent assessment of oral corticosteroid reversibility. Only 15 (4%) subjects had a 



greater than 500ml improvement in FEV1 after prednisolone and a further 47 (13%) 

improved their FEV1 by 200-500ml. Eleven of the 15 subjects who had a greater than 

500ml improvement in FEV1 after steroids also had a greater than 500ml FEV1 

improvement after bronchodilators. FEV1 improvement post-bronchodilator was 

470ml, 450ml, 350ml and 130ml respectively in the four remaining subjects. 

 

Impact of Spirometry Testing 

Between 1999 and 2003, 393 subjects were identified with post-bronchodilator AFO. 

235 of these were referred from the 5 practices selected for further study. Complete 

records could not be obtained in 18 cases and therefore complete data from 217 

subjects is included in the analysis of impact of spirometry testing. Figure 2 provides 

a breakdown of the subjects assessed presented as a flow diagram. 

 

Effect of Spirometry Upon Diagnosis 

Before spirometry testing, 65 (30%) subjects were documented as having asthma, 63 

(29%) were documented as having COPD, 5 (2%) had bronchiectasis and no specific 

diagnosis was recorded in the notes of 84 subjects (39%). After spirometry, 37 

subjects received a new diagnosis of asthma and 91 a new diagnosis of COPD. Details 

of diagnoses before and after spirometry testing are shown in table 2. 

 

Demographics of the COPD Patients 

After spirometry testing 139 patients were either newly diagnosed as having COPD or 

confirmed to have COPD. 73/139 (53%) were female, the mean age was 65 (SD 11) 

years, 89 were current smokers and the remaining 50 were ex-smokers. Mean number 

of pack years of cigarettes smoked was 42 (29). Mean FEV1 was 1.35 (SD 0.52) L, 



percentage predicted FEV1 was 55% (SD 17%) and FEV1/FVC ratio was 0.55 (SD 

0.09). A breakdown of COPD severity assessed using GOLD categorisation [6] is 

shown in table 3.  

 

Mean �moderate� exacerbation rate - defined as an exacerbation requiring antibiotics 

and/or steroids but not hospitalisation [10] - was 1.47 in the year before spirometry. 

This rate was higher than 1-2 years before spirometry when it was 0.77 (p<0.0001) 

and also higher than 1 year after spirometry when it was 1.14 (p=0.03).  

 

At the time of spirometry 104 patients were prescribed short-acting beta agonists, 24 

prescribed anti-cholinergics, 69 prescribed inhaled corticosteroids, 10 prescribed 

long-acting beta agonists and 2 patients were prescribed a theophylline preparation. 

 

125 of these 139 subjects had bronchodilator reversibility testing. Mean FEV1 change 

post-bronchodilator was 0.2L (SD 0.12L) with an inter-quartile range (IQR) of 0.11L 

to 0.3L. Figure 3 shows a breakdown of bronchodilator responsiveness. 88 subjects 

had FEV1 measured after a 14-day course of prednisolone and here mean change was 

0.04L (SD 0.17L) with an IQR of �0.07L to 0.13L. Breakdown of response to oral 

corticosteroids is shown in figure 4. 

 

Effect of Spirometry Testing on Management 

Primary and secondary care records of the 139 COPD patients were examined. Seven 

patients were either under follow-up in secondary care chest clinics or had been seen 

within the last 2 years and these were excluded from further analysis, leaving 132 

patients. Eighty-five patients were current smokers at the time of spirometry testing. 



Smoking cessation advice and/or help given within 3 months of spirometry testing 

was documented in the primary care notes of 65/85 (76%) patients. 

 

Changes to the pharmacological treatment are shown in table 4. In total 97 new 

treatments were prescribed to 64 patients. Spirometry testing led to increases in the 

prescription of short and long-acting bronchodilators and inhaled corticosteroids. 

Prescription of short-acting beta agonists increased from 79% to 97% (p=ns) of 

patients, short and long-acting anti-cholinergics from 18% to 37% (p=0.003) and 

long-acting beta-agonists increased from 8% to 25% (p<0.001). In patients with a 

FEV1 of <50% predicted who had more than 1 exacerbation per year, averaged over 

the previous two years, prescription of inhaled steroids increased from 64% to 78% 

(p=ns). Before spirometry testing 46 subjects with COPD were prescribed inhaled 

steroids outside of current recommendations (FEV1 of <50% predicted and at least 

three exacerbations every two years). This number increased to 66 subjects after 

spirometry testing. 

 

Twenty-two (17%) COPD patients were referred to secondary care within six months 

of spirometry testing. Further pharmaceutical additions to currently prescribed 

treatment were made in 9 of these patients. 

 

In 6 of these 22 subjects the referral specifically requested pulmonary rehabilitation. 

Before spirometry testing 4 subjects had completed pulmonary rehabilitation and after 

testing a further 10 subjects were referred for and completed the course (p=0.018). 

 



DISCUSSION 

 

Work published previously has shown that primary care spirometry testing increases 

the number of individuals correctly diagnosed as having COPD [1]. For the first time 

our data show that it not only improves accuracy of diagnosis but also results in 

significant improvements in management, without input from secondary care. The 

majority of individuals who had obstructive spirometry either received a diagnosis or 

had their diagnosis changed. The impact of this was not just on the COPD population 

as one in six patients were newly diagnosed as having asthma. Most current smokers 

were provided with smoking cessation advice and significantly more patients were 

prescribed anti-cholinergics, long-acting beta agonists and inhaled corticosteroids 

after spirometry had been performed. A few patients were referred for pulmonary 

rehabilitation. Based on evidence from clinical trials [11-17] the potential sequelae of 

this would be improved lung function, better exercise capacity and improved health-

related quality of life. We also found a reduction in PCP treated exacerbations in the 

year following spirometry. However, it is not possible to know whether the decrease 

in exacerbation rate after testing is consistent with the effect of changes in 

management, whether the higher exacerbation rate in the year before testing 

influenced referral for spirometry testing, whether this represents a �regression to the 

mean� effect or more likely a combination of all three factors. 

 

Primary care spirometry is often performed in the practice by primary care staff who 

have sometimes had little training either in performing spirometry or interpreting the 

results. This raises potential quality control issues concerning calibration of 

equipment, performance of the tests to an accepted standard and interpretation and 



classification of results. The model of service used in this study involves an 

experienced physiologist obtaining accurate spirometry results which meet accepted 

standards for testing and are then interpreted for the referrer. We believe that this 

�model� of testing is an alternative to in-practice testing and in many cases will 

produce more accurate results and hence subsequent diagnosis.    

 

Although significant improvements in management occurred, the numbers suggest 

there is still significant under-treatment. Clearly it is impossible for us to establish 

exactly how symptomatic an individual patient was and in any case individuals with 

mild airflow obstruction and few symptoms would not be considered for 

pharmacological or exercise therapy. However, if these subjects were current smokers 

they would receive smoking cessation input. Moreover, a considerable proportion of 

patients with severe or very severe COPD, and the majority of patients with moderate 

COPD, were neither on anti-cholinergics nor long-acting beta agonists. Only a very 

small number of symptomatic patients likely to benefit were referred for pulmonary 

rehabilitation. Addressing this gap in treatment will require both education and 

development of care pathways in primary care and it is hoped that the instigation of 

COPD registers in primary care will aid this process. The issue of provision of open 

access to pulmonary rehabilitation should also be reconsidered. 

 

Despite general under treatment there appeared to be over prescription of inhaled 

corticosteroids compared with current recommendations for their use [18]. In some 

subjects, inhaled corticosteroids may be prescribed for persisting breathlessness 

despite maximum bronchodilator therapy [7] though this is unlikely to be the case for 

many patients considering the general level of under treatment. Even after spirometry 



testing inhaled corticosteroids were added to the treatment regimen of 25 patients 

although there was only a clear indication for their addition in 5 cases. This again 

suggests a need for improvement in primary care education. Despite this we have 

been reluctant to suggest withdrawal of inhaled steroids in light of recent publications 

highlighting clinical deterioration after withdrawal [19-21].  

 

The study also clearly demonstrates the value, in primary care, of bronchodilator 

reversibility testing in subjects with obstructive spirometry pre-bronchodilator. Nearly 

one in five patients changed from having airflow obstruction to not having airflow 

obstruction once bronchodilators had been administered. The potential consequences 

of misdiagnosis include worry for the patient, provision of incorrect information, loss 

of trust if an incorrect diagnosis were later changed, inappropriate treatment and 

potential side-effects from that treatment as well as potential effects on the ability to 

get life, employment and travel insurance. Our data suggest that it is highly unlikely 

that airflow obstruction will return to normal if the pre-bronchodilator FEV1/FVC 

ratio is less than 0.5. However, it is important that bronchodilator reversibility testing 

be performed where the ratio is between 0.5 and 0.69. Reversibility testing is included 

in the current GMS contract [3] but is not recommended in the recent UK National 

Institute for Clinical Effectiveness guidelines [7]. While it is clear that reversibility 

testing should not be used to plan treatment for COPD [22] our data suggest that 

omission of reversibility testing is likely to produce diagnostic errors. It has been our 

practice for more than 10 years to use high-dose nebulised bronchodilators to perform 

reversibility testing within our clinical service. We have never encountered problems 

with this policy, although would substitute terbutaline for salbutamol in the event of a 

declared intolerance for salbutamol. However, we accept that many clinicians may 



feel uncomfortable using these doses and suggest that 200-400mcg salbutamol inhaled 

using a large volume spacer is an acceptable alternative. 

 

It has recently been clearly established using data from the ISOLDE trial that 

response to steroids in COPD patients predicts neither response to treatment nor 

subsequent decline in lung function [23]. Measurement of response to oral 

prednisolone was used as a diagnostic tool in our study, though an alternative would 

be to prescribe either an inhaled corticosteroid or a combined corticosteroid/long-

acting beta agonist inhaler for between 2 and 6 weeks before repeating spirometry, 

and where FEV1 improved by more than 500ml a likely diagnosis of asthma was 

mooted. We found that this rarely provided useful additional information once 

bronchodilator reversibility testing had been performed. In only 4 out of 371 cases 

was there a dramatic response to corticosteroids where there was a less than 500ml 

response to bronchodilators and in two of these four patients bronchodilator response 

was between 450ml and 500ml. We ceased offering the test in 2004 unless there was a 

high clinical suspicion of asthma as we felt that, in general, the potential risks of the 

steroid course outweighed the likely benefit from any information gained. However, it 

must be acknowledged that there may be very occasional patients where asthma is 

missed by simple spirometry and bronchodilator reversibility testing. Ultimately the 

supervising clinician will need to decide whether this small increase in asthma 

diagnosis merits the potential risks from the medication and increased cost from 

medication and further spirometry testing.  

 

The study is a retrospective review and because of this it faces methodological 

challenges. Any retrospective review is clearly limited by the information recorded 



but we have obtained all relevant documentation for nearly 95% of patients and have 

excluded from analysis the few patients where this was not possible. Although we did 

not review the notes of every individual with post-bronchodilator obstructive 

spirometry, by randomly selecting five practices we have reviewed more than 50% of 

cases (our original target) and we believe we have analysed a true representative 

sample of patients. Using a fixed threshold of 0.7 for the diagnosis of airflow 

obstruction, as suggested in current guidelines, leads to a proportion of older patients 

being diagnosed as having mild COPD when in fact they may have normal lung 

function for their age. This occurs because FEV1/FVC ratio falls with age and in 

some cases the �mild airflow obstruction� seen is in fact physiological and normal. In 

light of this it is important to ensure that treatment is reserved for symptomatic 

individuals and not simply based on spirometry results. It is possible that discussion 

about smoking cessation was not always recorded although computerisation and GMS 

contractual requirements make this unlikely. Computerised prescribing ensures that 

medication use is reasonably accurate and review of secondary care notes provided 

additional information. When addressing prescription of pharmaceutical agents we 

avoided the problems of cessation due to side effects or lack of efficacy by recording 

a medication as �prescribed� when 3 monthly prescriptions had been collected. Hence, 

where management is assessed post-spirometry the results probably represent the 

minimum impact. We hope that, despite the methodological problems inherent in the 

study design, the trial provides data which can be used to generate hypotheses and 

ultimately lead to the design and funding of a prospective randomised study 

addressing the impact of primary care spirometry. 

 



Spirometry should not be used in isolation to make a diagnosis. Using information 

recorded in primary and secondary care notes we have attempted to confirm or refute 

the diagnosis obtained from spirometry testing but it should be recognised that 

individuals with asthma and COPD show considerable overlap in response to 

bronchodilators and corticosteroids. We have used an improvement in FEV1 of 500ml 

as likely to suggest asthma but recognise that some asthmatic individuals smoke 

heavily and will have emphysema and individuals with severe asthma and fixed 

airflow obstruction often do not �reverse�. In general it is clear from the primary and 

secondary care notes which patients have severe asthma and in fact very few of these 

patients had spirometry as the diagnosis was already established. 

 

In conclusion we have shown that primary care spirometry has a considerable impact 

both on diagnosis and subsequent management, including utilisation of treatments that 

have been shown to have an important impact on clinical end-points. We recommend 

reversibility testing, for diagnostic purposes, in anyone with modest degrees of 

airflow obstruction.  
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 TOTAL AIRFLOW 
OBSTRUCTION

NO AIRFLOW 
OBSTRUCTION 

 

Number of 
patients 
 

1508 797 711  

Mean (SD) 
age (years) 
 

57 
(13) 

61 
(13) 

53 
(14) 

p<0.001 

Female � 
number (%) 
 

939  
(60) 

450  
(56) 

489  
(69) 

ns 

Current 
smoker � 
number (%) 

756  
(50) 

439  
(55) 

317  
(45) 

p<0.001 

Ex-smoker � 
number (%) 
 

501 
(33) 

287 
(36) 

214 
(30) 

p=0.001 

Never smoker 
� number (%) 
 

251 
(17) 

71 
(9) 

180 
(25) 

p<0.001 

Mean (SD) 
FEV1/FVC 
 

0.65 
(0.03) 

0.55  
(0.11) 

0.78  
(0.06) 

p<0.001 

Mean (SD) 
FEV1 
%predicted 

76 
(25) 

64 
(23) 

93  
(18) 

p<0.001 

 
 
Table 1: Baseline demographics of the 1508 that had spirometry testing between 
1998 and 2003. Airflow obstruction is defined as pre-bronchodilator FEV1/FVC 
ratio of less than 0.7 FEV1=forced expiratory volume in 1 second. FVC=forced 
vital capacity. ns=not significant. SD=standard deviation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DIAGNOSIS 
BEFORE 

SPIROMETRY 
 

DIAGNOSIS 
AFTER 

SPIROMETRY 

NUMBER 

Asthma 22 
COPD 60 

No diagnosis 

Other 2 
Asthma 34 Asthma 
COPD 31 

Asthma 15 COPD 
COPD 48 

Bronchiectasis Bronchiectasis 5 
 Total = 217 

 
Table 2: Diagnosis from primary care notes before spirometry testing and the 
change made to the diagnosis as a result of testing. After spirometry 71 of the 
subjects were diagnosed with asthma, 139 with COPD, 5 with bronchiectasis and 
2 with other diagnoses. 
 
 
 

Severity of COPD Post-
bronchodilator 

FEV1 

Number of 
Patients 

Mild >80% predicted 6 
Moderate 50-80% predicted 78 

Severe 30-50% predicted 46 
Very Severe <30% predicted  9 

 
Table 3: GOLD classification [6] of disease severity of the 139 subjects diagnosed 
with COPD who underwent detailed assessment of diagnosis and management. 
FEV1=forced expiratory volume in 1 second. 
 
 
 
 
 



Treatment Number 
of 

Patients 

Number (%) of 
Patients Prescribed 
Treatment Before 

Spirometry 

Number (%) of 
Patients Prescribed 

Treatment After 
Spirometry 

p value 

Short-Acting Beta 
Agonists  
(Salbutamol and 
Terbutaline) 

 
132 

 
104 
(79) 

 
128 
(97) 

 
ns 

Anti-Cholinergics 
(Ipratropium, Oxitropium 
and Tiotropium) 
 

 
132 

 
24 

(18) 

 
49 

(37) 

 
p=0.003 

Long-Acting Beta 
Agonists  
(Salmeterol and 
Formoterol) 

 
132 

 
10 
(8) 

 
33 

(25) 

 
p<0.001 

Inhaled Corticosteroids 
(Beclometasone, 
Budesonide and 
Fluticasone) 

 
132 

 
69 

(52) 

 
94 

(71) 

 
p=0.05 

Inhaled Corticosteroids in 
Patients with FEV1<50% 
Predicted and >1 
Exacerbation/year 

 
36 

 
23 

(64) 

 
28 

(78) 

 
ns 

 
 
Table 4: Changes to pharmacological therapy in 132 COPD patients within 3 
months of spirometry testing. Differences between groups analysed by chi-
squared test. FEV1=forced expiratory volume in 1 second. ns=not significant. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Flow Chart of Subject Activity  
 



 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Change in FEV1 (litres) post-bronchodilator in 125 subjects diagnosed with 
COPD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

76 no airflow obstruction post-bronchodilator

71 asthma 5 bronchiectesis 2 other 139 COPD

217 patients notes available 18 patients complete notes not available

235 patients from 5 practices selected 158 patients from 6 practices not selected

393 had airflow obstruction post-bronchodilator

469 had reversibility testing 328 did not have reversibility testing

797 had airflow obstruction pre-bronchodilator 711 no airflow obstruction pre-bronchodilator

1508 people referred and attended for spirometry
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Figure 4: Change in FEV1 (litres) after oral steroid in 88 subjects diagnosed with 
COPD 
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